JAMS

Blood Orange Marmalade
Textured and fruity made with fresh blood oranges this marmalade is a one of our best
sellers with a great traditional flavour.
Blood Orange Savoury Jam
Spiced and textured with lots of flavour. Best used as a condiment with duck or chicken
or with a strong blue cheese.
Blueberry Jam
A seasonal jam made from fresh blueberries.
Citrus Marmalade
Tangy, chunky and slightly bitter. This marmalade uses citrus fruits to get its traditional
marmalade flavour and texture.
Dried Apricot and Passionfruit Jam (Gold Medal Winning)
A lovely well balanced jam made with fresh passionfruit.
Fig Jam
A classic jam made with fresh figs.
Hot Chilli Jam
Be warned this jam is not for the light hearted! It is very spicy and best used with cold
meats, sandwiches or as a condiment with your meal. Stickier than a sauce.
Kiwifruit Jam
Strong, sweet and intense in flavour this unique jam is made with fresh fruit and citrus.
Mango and Coconut Jam
Sweet and sticky. This jam has slivers of coconut mixed with fresh mango. Perfect for
fruit toast or hot-cross buns.
Mango Butter
Mango butter is similar to a jam although much smoother. This butter is very sweet
and best used on fruit toast, hot crossed buns or on yoghurt or ice cream.
Papaya Butter
A smooth textured, sweet and intense flavour. This butter can be used like a jam on
fruit toast or hot cross buns.
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Plum Jam
A sweet traditional flavour. We use fresh Australian fruit to create this classic.
Raspberry and Pineapple Jam
Sweet raspberry flavour meets tropical pineapple. Fresh fruits are used to make this
sweet and very popular jam. Perfect if you like traditional flavours but want to try
something new.
Raspberry Jam
We use a simple, traditional recipe to ensure that this jam tastes exactly the way that
home-made jam should taste. Perfect for those who like traditional flavours.
Spiced Tomato Jam
A savoury, spiced jam great for burgers, cold meats and as a condiment to meals.
Strawberry Jam
A traditional recipe that makes the perfect home-made strawberry jam.
Tropical Jam
A sweet blend of fresh tropical fruits
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